HELP FOR TOXIC RELATIONSHIPS
Dr. Shaler provides urgent and ongoing care for relationships in crisis. She awakens listeners
to recognize the relentlessly difficult, toxic people she calls Hijackals®. Author of sixteen books,
and host of two podcasts, she offers practical insights to stop the crazy-making and empowers
the partners, exes, and adult children of Hijackals to recognize the emotional abuse, realize the
effects, heal, and transform.
HOW TO SAVE YOUR SANITY AROUND DIFFICULT, TOXIC PEOPLE

Difficult people are crazy-making. Recognize traits of the toxic people Dr.
Shaler calls Hijackals. Learn why you may need to respond differently,
maintain boundaries, and keep yourself safe.
Maybe for the first time, your audience will recognize that what happens
in toxic relationships is not their fault. Dr. Shaler offers hope, strength,
and the courage to change.

FREEING YOURSELF FROM CRAZY-MAKING RELATIONSHIPS

Stay or Go? Contact or No? Have a partner, parent, or friend who makes
you second-guess yourself and question your sanity? Insights to help
you step up or step away.

REAL HELP:
“All I can say is OMG. 29 years. I
cried with relief, understanding and
validation that I am not crazy, or hard
of hearing. I see my way now.”
—Marie, Summit participant
“Thanks to hearing you, I saw a pattern
and realized I was being manipulated.
After a very abusive day yesterday, I
ended the relationship. Thank you for
the strength!”
—Brittany, Podcast listener

Help your audience to give themselves permission to name--and step
away from--verbal and emotional abuse to find new freedom and safety.

SHIFT YOUR RELATIONSHIP FROM ACCEPTABLE TO
EXCEPTIONAL

READ ON:

Where’s the joy? Feeling vaguely dissatisfied, and sometimes taken for
granted? Wondering about commitment? These five shifts will help you
rediscover the magic!
Empower your audience to take positive, immediate steps to create the
intimacy they crave, and the love they long to give and receive.

HOW TO BE ASSERTIVE WITHOUT BEING AGGRESSIVE

LISTEN TO EMOTIONAL SAVVY AND
SAVE YOUR SANITY ON:

Do you exert your right to take up space and draw breath? Or, are you
afraid of offending? Get on your own team. Learn to speak up, be heard,
and taken seriously.
When people recognize their right to speak up, and express their
thoughts and feelings in these powerful ways, their self-confidence
soars.
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